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Black And White
Dreamers

 [Verse 1]
D
Run away run away
              G
Can I bury my head please
                     F#m
In a beach from your magazines
                      G
That you toss on your floor
D                                        G
If I stay, could we lay and forget about all of this
                     F#m                        G
In your bed, is that selfish if I don t talk anymore?

[Pre-Chorus]
F#m                     Em
We re two halves of a broken heart
        Bm            D
Beating differently
F#m                 Em (hold)
We come together to fall apart

[Chorus]
Bm              G              D
I never listen, listen lately
Em
It s always black and white
Bm                G            D
She never listen, listen baby
Em
We re like the day and night
Bm
She never satisfied
G                D          D/C#
I wanna feel alive, when we collide
Bm                  G (hold)
You know we love in black and white

D

[Verse 2]
D                                            G
I m afraid, I m afraid we ve been running in circles
             F#m                           G
And isn t it hurtful, to keep playing this game?
D                                            G
Is there a way to escape looking out of your window



                      F#m
At the moon from your pillow
            G
We were so cliche

[Pre-Chorus]
F#m                     Em
We re two halves of a broken heart
          Bm            D
locked in symmetry
F#m                    Em (hold)
When we re together we fall apart

[Chorus]
Bm              G              D
I never listen, listen lately
Em
It s always black and white
Bm                G            D
She never listen, listen baby
Em
We re like the day and night
Bm
She never satisfied
G                D           D/C#
I wanna feel alive, when we collide
Bm                  G (hold)
You know we love in black and white

[Bridge]
Em              Bm
    There was a time
Em                       Bm
    We bathed in colored lights
Em
How did it ever happen?
F#m
Where did we go wrong?
Em                     A
Were we slowly fading, fading all along?

[Chorus]
Bm              G              D
I never listen, listen lately
Em
It s always black and white
Bm                G            D
She never listen, listen baby
Em
We re like the day and night
Bm
She never satisfied
G                D           D/C#



I wanna feel alive, when we collide
Bm                  G
You know we love in black and white
Bm              G              D
I never listen, listen lately
Em
It s always black and white
Bm                G            D
She never listen, listen baby
Em
We re like the day and night
Bm
She never satisfied
G                D          D/C#
I wanna feel alive, when we collide
Bm                  G (hold)
You know we love in black and white 


